6.0 powerstroke fuel filters

First things first. Just want to get to work? Much to the chagrin of my old man, I never learned a
damn thing about diesels. Penning the experiences is intended to entertain readers a bit while
you learn to tackle your own diesel projects. Getting a handle on this chore can save you some
decent money over the next couple of years. Before we headed to the garage, my Area Diesel
guide sent me shopping. To save a few bucks right off the bat, I ordered my fuel filter kit online,
from Area Diesel of course: Racor 6. With my tools and supplies at the ready, I popped the hood
and Corey put me to work. Those are to keep any extra crap from clogging the filters. Fair
enough. Not just yet, sir. I turned to face Corey. I already nailed our first diesel project? You
must remember this every time you replace your filters: After you have both new filters properly
installed, you need to prime the fuel system and bleed out any air. To do that, turn the ignition
to the Run position three separate timesâ€”for 30 seconds each time. I committed that warning
to memory for next time and hopped into the cab to prime the system. A couple of minutes later,
I started her up. When he got back, I made my way over for the final verdict. How to Replace
Fuel Filters in 6. Read on. Alright, off we go. Maybe I can swing this little diesel project after all.
Down to Business With my tools and supplies at the ready, I popped the hood and Corey put me
to work. On the side of the fuel pump, locate the allen plugâ€”the small, brass plug. Using the
6mm allen wrench, remove the allen plug. So that's what diesel fuel smells like. How does
anyone huff this? Note: The fuel filter will slide out along with the cap. Pull the old filter and the
o-ring from the cap, properly disposing of both. Note: After draining the filter for a full 24 hours,
you can place it in a lidded coffee can or leak-proof plastic bag to safely take it to a recycling
center that accepts scrap metal. Install the new primary fuel filter into the cap. Note: Once
seated properly in the cap, the new filter will snap into place. Install the supplied o-ring into
position on the end cap. Insert the new filter and cap section into the fuel pump, using the
36mm socket to tighten the cap securelyâ€”torque to 19lb. Being mindful not to over tighten or
cross thread it, reinstall the allen plugâ€”the brass plug removed during step 2 above. Do not
strip this thread. Do not striâ€¦ Holy hell! Remove the fuel filter from the housing and the o-ring
from the lid. Using the turkey baster, drain the excess fuel from the housing. Note: Again,
remember to properly dispose of the fuel. Insert the new secondary filter into the housing.
Install the new o-ring onto the lid. Share on Twitter Share on Facebook. Buy Online. Product
Details. The primary filter, which is the larger filter that is located in the Horizontal Fuel
Conditioning Module HFCM , performs the initial fuel cleansing by removing water and filter
contaminates down to 10 micron. Then the clean pressurized fuel is sent to the secondary filter
that filters contaminates down to 2 micron. Together these filters meet the OEM specifications
and provide the highest available protection for the Ford 6. Reduced Pricing. With an extended
line of products you can protect your equipment and spend less on maintenance at a lower
cost. Free Shipping. Special Offers. Preferred Customers receive exclusive product promotions.
Free Gear. Each month, randomly selected Preferred Customers receive free hats, shirts or
other gear when they place an order. Collect P. Preferred Customers earn points on all
purchases. Points do not expire unless the P. Earn Referral Rewards. Preferred Customers who
register friends and family members as P. Receive Exlusive Offers. As an AMSOIL Preferred
Customer you can receive special email offers not available to anyone else, including reduced
or free shipping and exclusive product promotions. Signup Now as a preferred customer.
Commercial Account - Purchase for your business. Use in company equipment. Plus you
automatically earn purchase discounts based on your cumulative order total. Establishing a
commercial account is simple and the benefits immense. Protection for your investment.
AMSOIL synthetic lubricants deliver proven wear protection in the most demanding vehicles
and equipment. By guarding against wear, they maximize engine and component life to help you
get the most return on your investment. Save on maintenance costs. AMSOIL synthetic
lubricants deliver additional savings by reducing downtime, maximizing fuel economy and
lowering overall lubricant costs. Extensive Product Line. Personalized Service. Accounts are
serviced by independent AMSOIL Dealers available to help map out a lubrication program
designed to maximize vehicle performance while saving money. Reduce Costs and
Maintenance. Increase Profits and Peace of Mind. Managing your business and focusing on
work leaves little time or energy for maintaining vehicles and equipment. But you push your
equipment to the limit in the name of productivity, which is critical to satisfying your customers
and remaining profitable Implementing a maintenance program centered around AMSOIL
synthetic lubricants helps you answer these challenges AMSOIL synthetic lubricants and
performance products are tough, reliable and long-lasting. We formulate them to save you time
and money while providing peace of mind that your vehicles and equipment are receiving the
protection they need. Open a commercial account for access to AMSOIL products at the lowest
possible prices for use in your business vehicles and equipment Establishing a commercial
account is simple and best of all, free You will save up to 25 percent off MSRP and automatically

cam purchase discounts based on your cumulative annual order value. Not only does reduced
maintenance save money, AMSOIL synthetic lubricants deliver additional savings by
maximizing fuel economy and extending drain intervals. Invest more money in growing your
business, not repairing or fueling your vehicles. By guarding against wear and deposits, they
protect the power and efficiency of your equipment and maximize engine and component life.
My AMSOIL Garage is a free, easy-to-use online vehicle maintenance program that allows you to
organize maintenance records for an unlimited amount of vehicles and equipment Schedule
email reminders for future services and track any service performed, whether using AMSOIL
products or not. Signup Now. Request more information. Sell in your store. AMSOIL products
are a valuable addition to any store or shop that sells related products or services, such as auto
parts stores, powersports dealerships, auto service centers or convenience stores. Increase
Profits. They are premium products that deliver strong profits and help bring new customers to
your business. Their quality and performance create lifelong repeat customers. Exclusive
Distribution. AMSOIL products are exclusively available at small and regional chains to protect
against predatory pricing. Advertising Support. AMSOIL products are sold through independent
Dealers - people willing to invest time and effort into building a successful business. AMSOIL
provides training materials, administrative assistance, technical support and everything needed
to build a successful Dealership. Own your own business, be your own boss and earn extra
income. Dealer Quick-Start Guide. American Ideals. From a one-person operation based in a
small garage, our founder, Al Amatuzio worked tirelessly to build a company devoted to helping
our customers maximize the protection and performance of their vehicles. That all changed with
the founding of the Dealer network in Our Dealers were able to convey the benefits of synthetic
lubricants much better than simple product labels, and the company grew exponentially. Like
you, many are regular people with a passion for cars, trucks and powersports equipment. They
and the retail outlets they serve offer knowledge and service after the sale typically unavailable
at big-box retailers. Developing synthetic lubricants that maximize the protection and
performance of the vehicles you love requires formulating for higher performance, not lower
prices. They are key characteristics of the American spirit and the driving force behind our
devotion to our independent Dealers and retail partners. Fund Your Passion. Answer: No.
Dealers only need to sell if they want to earn commissions and bonuses. Even then, Dealers are
encouraged to operate their businesses according to their own goals and schedules; AMSOIL
does not place any pressure on its Dealers to make sales. Otherwise, a Dealer can simply
choose not to renew his or her membership. Serving Customers in Kentucky and Nationwide.
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Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Show
only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items.
Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Condition New. Any Free International Shipping.
Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your Ford. Enter Year Tell us about your vehicle
to find the right parts faster. Buy It Now. Almost gone. Free returns. Last one. Leave feedback
about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last updated:
Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for
international shipping options and costs. It's a relatively short, two-part job. To help you out,
Area Diesel Service put together some clear instructions below. On the side of the fuel pump,
locate the allen plugâ€”the small, brass plug. Using the 6mm allen wrench, remove the allen
plug. Using the 36mm socket, remove the large black end capâ€”on the engine-side end of the
pump. NOTE: The fuel filter will slide out along with the cap. Pull the old filter and the o-ring
from the cap, properly disposing of both. NOTE: After draining the filter for a full 24 hours, you
can place it in a lidded coffee can or leak-proof plastic bag to safely take it to a recycling center
that accepts scrap metal. Install the new primary fuel filter into the cap. Note: Once seated
properly in the cap, the new filter will snap into place. Install the supplied o-ring into position on
the end cap. Insert the new filter and cap section into the fuel pump, using the 36 mm socket to
tighten the cap securely to 19lb. Being mindful not to over tighten or cross thread it, reinstall
the allen plugâ€”the brass plug removed during step 2 above. Remove the fuel filter from the
housing and the o-ring from the lid. Using the turkey baster, drain the excess fuel from the
housing. NOTE: Again, remember to properly dispose of the fuel. Insert the new secondary filter
into the housing. Install the new o-ring onto the lid. To prime the fuel system and bleed out any
air, turn the ignition to the Run position three separate timesâ€”for 30 seconds each time.
Failure to properly prime the fuel system after installing new filters can damage the fuel

injectors. That damage may be difficult to detect, as injectors can still run for a short period
after damage occurs. Let's keep that Powerstroke diesel engine running right! Good luck. Share
on Twitter Share on Facebook. The amount of money that most places get for oil, fuel, and air
filters for the 6. We buy filters in bulk to use in our large repair facility and can help pass the
savings on to you. These are quality filters that include installation orings. Buy in bulk and save.
Black Diamond designed this oil filter cap to be the last one you ever buy! The plastic factory
and aftermarket caps are know to leak and cross thread after use. End that grief forever with
this billet aluminum oil filter cap! It is engineered to be a Black Diamond Prime Guard filters are
direct replacement for factory filters and cartridges. The filters are designed to fit all factory
caps, housings, and connections. The filter media is designed for the highest filtration
efficiency and to withstand The filter media is designed for the highest filtration efficiency
Toggle menu Gift Certificate Login or Sign Up 0. Automatic Transmission Manual Transmission.
Performance Upgrade Stock Replacement. Aluminized Systems Stainless Systems. Off Roading
Lighting Rigid Industries. Side Steps. Running Boards. Quick view Details. MSRP: Now: Add to
Cart. Quick view. Compare Selected. Your Cart. Product Compare 0. Show: 25 48 50 75 Add to
Wish List Compare this Product. Continental Serpentine Belt, Fits 6. Sinister Diesel 6. By using
a spin on filter we make it easy for you to change your coolant filter at regular intervals. These
filters will remove all solid particles. Install a coola.. Highly recommended while installing an
EGR delete kit. Contaminants such as casting sand and sediment are known to damage many
components in your cooling system. By removing these contaminants you are able to extend
the life of your coolant, water pump, EGR.. Fits Ford 6. Includes sealing O-ring. Ford part
number: RS Image my not be actual product Part Number: EZ The EZ Oil Drain Valve replaces
the standard oil drain plug, making oil changes easier, saving valuable time and expenses.
DieselSite part number: EZ Brand: Sinister Diesel Part Number: Part number:WIX Fits 6.
Motorcraft part number: FL One HUGE benefit of the installation of the 6. The coolant passes
through the oil cooler before it heads towards the EGR cooler. The oil cooler becomes clogged
with debris in the cooling system. The EGR cooler pas.. Motorcraft part number: FD Physical
DimensionsOverall OD Keeping you internal parts of your engine and radiator coolant passages
cleaner has never been easier! Specifications:Flows 6. Compatible as r.. Brand: Fleetguard Part
Number: S. Very popular for use on Ford 6. Never worry about cracking your factory plastic 6.
Made out of T6 Aluminum anodized blue for superior finish quality. Also fits 6. Motorcraft part
number: 3C3ZCA.. Brand: AiRaid Part Number: Dimensional Weight: 15 lbs. Motorcraft part
number: FA Brand: Royal Purple Part Number: Features percent synthetic micro-glass media for
superior particle removal 99 percent filtration efficiency at 25 microns Designed with a
high-performance silicone anti-drain back valve to prevent dry start Extra heavy-duty rubber
base gasket that ensures a leak-free seal Ultra-strength filt.. Part Number: XP. Frantz Synthetic
Filter Media. Ford 6. Constructed using the same premium m
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aterials used in our Cold Air Intake Kits, these filters offer significant improvements in air flow
and filtration while being washable.. This part is used if you have an existing coolant filtration
system to retro fit the Sinister Diesel bypass oil filtration system. Add some style and function
under the hood of your Ford 6. Upgrade the underhood appearance in your Ford 6. More than
just a dress-up part, this Fuel Filter Cap comes ready to.. This kit contains all of the parts and
fittings necessary to install the Frantz Filter System on your 6. Are you tired of the plastic cap
seizing up and stripping or breaking when you go to remove it? This billet aluminum cap will
take care of those issues and dress up your engine bay in the process. Unlike some o.. Cookie
Notice. Our website uses cookies to enhance your shopping experience. Continued use of our
website gives us your consent for the use of cookies during your visit. Please view our privacy
policy to see how these cookies are used.

